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Code Conversion
E• L. I v i e, D. L. Stone
euroose
The Input/Output System (10~) provides certain basic capabilities
for transforming data coming from and going to 1/0 devices.
The
purpose of this section is to suiTVTiarize what these capabilltes
are and how they can be utilized.
For a more detailed
description of their operation and implementation the reader Is
referred to the sections of BF.lO.
General Discyssjon
Multics has adopted the revised ASCI.I character set as the
standard system character set. This set includes 94 printing
graphic symbols and 34 control functions (including the space).
The internal codes used in the 6.45 store to represent each of
these graphics and functions are given in the table of Sect I on
BC.:l.Ol.
The sets of graphic symbols and control functions used b~ the l/0
devices which can be connected to Multics do not in general match
the standard A~CII set. There are graphics and control functions
on the device which have no counterpart in ASCII, and there are
ASCII graphics and control functions which cannot be produced on
the device.
Even for those graphics and control functions which are both
defined in ASCII and representable on the device, the bit pattern
generated or accepted by the device does not In general match the
A~CII bit code.
Therefore, the task of communicating with Multics through a given
1/0 device involves a
translation process which converts the
1 language 1 of the device
into the 1 language 1 of Multics and vice
versa. This translation or transformation process Is called code
conversion. The transformation from c'<!vice to fvlultics is called
input code conversion,while the transf rmation from Multlcs to
device is called output code conversio1
y-..

See ~ect ion BF.l.02 for a 1 ist of the
conversion is automaticall~ performed.
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Multics has provision for more that one possible
conversi'of!
transformation in communicatin& to and from a given 1/0 device.
These possible transformations are called code conversion modes.
On most (currently all) character-oriented devices there are two
input code conversion modes and three output code conversion
modes.
Each device has a default input and/or output code cnnv
on
mode·. This is the mode that is used un t i 1 another ,r
is
specified. Code conversion modes can be changed by tl.
~
argument of an attach or chaogemod.e call.
See Section BF.l.Ol
for the details on how this is done.
Input Code Conversion Modes
The two input code conversion modes are LAb: and canonicaL
default mode is canonical.

The

Raw Mgde
In the Lah input mode the data is delivered to the user exactly
as it was delivered to the lOS by the device.
No reorderlnr-,
transformation, or alteration of any kind is performed by the C'-iJ
or any other lOS module.
This mode Is requlrtd for binary input.
It also provides the
user with an escape mechanism so that he can perform his O\'vn code
conversion if he wishes or use the device in some other unforseen
way.
Cangnjcal Mode
The canonical input mode Is provided for the person who Is
generating data on a character-oriented device such as a keypunch
or typewriter. There are six operations performed on a character
string when the input code conversion mode is canonical.
They
are described below in the order in which they are performed.
1. Conversion of the string to 9-bit ASCII:
This step maps each device character bit pattern into its
equivalent ASCII code. The result is obvious for those device
graphics and control functions which are also defined in ASCI I.
Certain non-ASCII graphics on 1/0 devic's have been defined to be
1 styl ized 1 versions of ASCII
graphics i1 Section BC.2.04.
There
is a straight-forward map~Jing perform£
for these characters
also.
If a device generates a bit pattern which has no equivalent ASCI'r-J
code assigned, a status bit Is set (~ee BF.l.21) and the bit
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pattern is left in the input string unchanged.

I
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2. Elimination of hidden character s~Quences:
lniJUt code conversion has been defined as a translation from
device to ~ultics language. Included in the device language is
the ability to interject certain directives to control certain
aspects of the translation process.
One such caiJabil ity effectively inhibits communication with the
system while some local operation is performed on the device.
This would be useful, for example, If one reached the ri fht
margin of the device before reaching the 1 1ogica1 1 end of the
1 ine being typed.
By typing the three-character sequence,
escape, "c", and new 1 ine, the carriage of the typewriter can be
returned to the left margin without actually designating an end
of line.
Hidden character elimination removes from the character string
all three-character sequences which begin with an escape and a
"c".
See also Section BC.l.U4 for a description of this
operation.
3. Canonicalization
In addition to having a standard character set (ASCII), Multics
requires the character strings be in a fixed, •canonical 1 order.
The definition of a canonical string is found in Section BC.2.02.

Briefly, canonicalization consists of ordering characters by
horizontal position first, by vertical position next, and then by
ascending A5CI I bit code.
The effect of canonicalization· is limited by· a special set of
characters
called
'canonical ization
delimiters' (e.g. the
new-1 ine character). Each sub-string which ·occurs between two
canonical ization
delimiters
is
separately
canonical ized.
Delimiters are described more fully in BF.l.09 and BF.lO.Ol.
Canonicallzation is done at this !JOint in code conversion so that
the typist can have a certain amount of freedom In the way he
forms a line.
4. Erase and kill processing:
Since much of the data which pas~es through Input code conversion
has been manuallY generated, there will be mis-typed characters.
To
correct
mistakes, two elementary editing functions are
provided. The flr.st function is performed by a special reserved
character called the erase character~
Each erase character
causes all characters in the horizontal· position it occupies and
in the preceding horizontal position
be deleted from the
string.
A kill character ~rases everything to it~ left on the line being
tYIJed. The new 1 ine character· limits the effects of the erase
and kill characters.
It is called an erase-kill delimiter.
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Other character:• can also be designated as erase-kill de11mite r
See Section BF.l.09 and BF.10.01 for a description of delimit~.
See Section 8C.2.03 for a descrl~tion of erase and ki 11.
5. In te rpretat ion of escape sequences:
Many of the consoles that can be connected to kultics are not
capable of aeneratln& directly the full ASCII character set. For,
such devIces, escape sequences are defined so that the ASCII
codes for non-representable characters can be generated by the
use of sequences of multiple characters that are available.
Section BC.2.04 I lsts that escape sequence~ that are availd le on
each l/0 device. This code conversion step scans for defined
escape sequences and replaces them with their equivalent ASCII
character.
b. Recanonfcallzatfon:
Escape
processing may destroy the canonical order of the
character string. This last operation reorders the string so
that the final strln& produced by Input code con ve r s i on i s
canon leal.
Output Cgde Cgnye rs I gn Modes
The output modes are straight, gdlted, and normal.
mode Is the default mode.

The

nom. a ~

Straight Mode
The st ra lght output mode Imp lies no conversIon at a 11 •
It Is
provided for the same reasons that the~ mode is provided as an
Input mode.

Ib& NgrmaJ

And Edited Mgdgs

The operations performed by output code conversion with the mode
normal or edited can best be described If one considers the ASCII
character set as beln& divided into sl~ categoriEs.
1. The character Is a &raphlc in the device character set which
Is to be printed; or the character Is a control character
whose function Is available on the device (i.e., backspace on
a 1050 but not half-line feed), and which function is to be
performed.
2. The character Is to be deleted from ·he data.
l. The character Is to be printed as th! shortest escape sequen·,,
which defines it (i.e., left parenthe'-;is overstruck by mln.._J
s l&n for a left brace on a 10) 0 with a 938 ba 11) •
.....
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4. The character Is to be replaced by a blank in the data.

s.

The character is a control character which must be simulated.
Such a character is backspace on non-backspaceable devices.

6. The character Is precisely the bit pattern which
should be
sent to the device·.
Clearly, this category is only open to
devices which can cope with the ASCII set, or at
least some
part thereof. No conversion is necessary.
In the normal
code conversion mode,
as many charactL,
as
possible are placed In categories (1)
,
(5) and (6) and all
others In cate&ory (3).
In the edited mode all
characters
normally in category CS) are distributed between categories
(2)
and (4) dependln& upon whether they are controls or &raphlcs,
respectively. Non-ASCII characters remain In category (3).
:;'

Other distributions of the ASCII
characters
into these
six/
categories can be obtained by creating a new
'output coder
conversion table'.
The way this
is done
is described
In

BF.lO.Ol.
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